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(Remarks of C. Canby Balderston, Vice Chairman, Board of 

The questions I shall raise fall into two categoriess (1) the most 

^̂ fective balance between the public and private sectors; and (2) the most 

between centralisation and decentralisation. 

Over a century ago, John Stuart Hill distinguished between two kinds 
ln*erventfon by government. One is interference that is authoritative. It 
d*»y to Individuals their right to do cert.ln thing., or pre.cr.be th«t 

fcl 
80 things be authorised by government, or it may require individuals to do 

Cft1t*in things. The other kind of government intervention described by Mill is 

* authoritatlve. It does not issue commands that are enforced by penalties. 
1 it leaves individuals free to pursue their purposes by their own means 

bonders advice and help and may establish public agencies side by side with 

^Ivate ones and for the same purposes* Thus there may be both public and 
Pnv**e hospitals and public and private utilities. 

My remarks stem from the premise that Society is people, and that it 
People who count most. To me the best society is one that produces the 

^•atest good for the greatest number, but with the vital qualification that 

®*etem also protect the rights of minorities and the freedom of individuals. 

The functions of business are to produce the goods and services that 

°cl«ty desires, as expressed in the market place through the exercise of free 

Action, to provide employment for those who wish to work, and to facilitate 

^ *ccumuletlon of capital assets through profit Incentives. 

Government also has responsibilities to society under the free 

*trPrise system. These are of two sorts. First, it falls upon government U r 
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to Protect the rights of minorities and Individuals, partly against the 

sponger elements of society and partly from harmful activities of individuals 

thsaselves, it is under this function that government establishes the "rules 
of game" through legislation, regulations, and enforcement. This neces* 

®*ti!y Umttc the freedom of action of individuals and organizations, hut no 

°ne C a n d«»y the desirability of such regulation to a point. The question is: 
point? 

Second, the government has some responsibility to offset or correct 

^iciencies in the performance of the economy this is tfiere compensatory 
f,8Cai Policy and economic planning fit. 

Third, it is the government's responsibility to furnish activities 
tlut are clearly desirable for the public good but that cannot be organised on 

* P^fit-raaking basis. This is exemplified by the military establishment, and 
Cxt«nda into such areas as space exploration and hydroelectric power where the 
Job e too big or the risks too great for private business. I favor help that 

v«*t*a*nt can render that is beyond the powers of individual firms, like that 

•̂ded to facilitate our export trade or the building of dams where the cost 
i Uk dismay private companies. But I do not feel that in « mature economy 

ours government should establish facilities to parallel those of private Uke 

X am not condemning the efforts by countries like Pakistan to get 
tt<*»«tiy going by setting up development authorities to start paper and textile 

them these Industries will not get started at all. In this country, 

cement plants, etc., in the belief that if the government does not 
lnittate 

ever, economic activity should be left in the hands of private industry 
Mi® 

is feasible to do so. Thus in indicating my distaste for the taking 
o f trolley systems and electric plants by municipalities, I am exhibiting biat 
against the kind of thing which is going on not only here but in Canada, 

*Uo, Brazil, and Italy. 
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In the operation of both business and of government, an important 

Problem the determination of the optimum degree of decentralisation to be 

thieved, in business, this relates to the concentration of activity in very 

firms as well as the desired decenttalisation within the firm. In govern* 
tt®Qt» the question involves the multiplicity of independent governmental units— 

*«4«ral, State and local—as well as the organisation of any particular activity. 

^ tl|e grounds that competition stimulates initiative and improvement, we tend 
ln general to favor the maximum decentralisation. But this desire must be 

Rifled by the needs for efficiency, unity, and timeliness of actions. 

With respect to this perennial problem of balancing centralisation 

^centralisation, I shall make Just two brief observations. The first is 
tll4t in both government and in business corporation of large else, the pendulum 
§**as to swing from excessive centralisation to excessive decentralisation and 

* *g*in in cycles. As the late Chatles J. Khoads, the banker who once headed 
th* Bureau of Indian Affairs, told me, at times lack of knowledge at the Washing-

^ headquarters caused authority to be delegated to the field only to have the 
tide turn again when mistakes in the field came to the attention of the Congress. 

^dquarters tj^n concise that such a mistake must not happen again and 
pull *.u 

cne authority back to Washington. In the Federal Reserve System we face 
the Problem continuously of harmonising decentralisation with sufficient co-
Ordination. Obviously s philosophy of meaningful decentralisation of respon-
tlbUity and authority involves confidence in those to whom it is delegated 
tnd Willingness by the head to accept the ultimate responsibility and blame 

mistakes. The problem is no different from that of training the young and 
in*xpari©nca<|; willingness to delegate to those who as yet untried Involves 
Co,*iderable f a l t h ttnd courage. 



Ify second and closing observation has to do with what X believe is 

one of the most fundamental benefits to be derived from free enterprise, with 

its large private sector and free markets. I refer to what Dr. George W. Taylor 
c*lts the fragmentation of decision-making. The responsibility for millions 
Upon lions of decisions, large and small, is allocated among millions of 

l&dlvtduala. Their choices extend to both goals and means. Within limits 

»ay do what they wish and in their own way. Their decisions will be both 
rr«Ct and incorrect* prudent and imprudent. But they will reflect more 

intiteat® Acquaintance with their immediate problems than likely would be given 

one in the national Capital. Moreover, the mistakes of Judgment, numerous 
tl|ey be, will be counterbalanced by successes that will be hopefully even 

c« numerous, the danger of excessive centralisation of decision making was 

•••a clearly by Lord Keynes who observed that Hitler had so centralised the 

making of Germany that the only mistakes he could make were major ones. 

Bete Z shall quote the late Sir Henry Clay, Adviser to the Bank of 

^•land, who was reacting to those young men who at the end of the war would 

***** had Britain engage in planning with a capital P. I must interject here 

iat, wea the regulation under which Oswald Mosley and others were incarcerated 

the duration on the Isle of Mann. Sir Henry*s ditty ran as follows: 

"Take me away from the planners 

away to the Isle of Mann; 

I would rather be free under 18b 

than under a post-war plan." 


